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Don't miss our live online Tsiyon Meeting at Tsiyon.Net tonight, featuring:

From Eliyahu
Consider this:
Where did the world come from? How did it get from there (whenever and
wherever that was) to the world we live in today? How does it fit in to the larger
universe? Perhaps more importantly for us, where is the world going and what
does it all mean?
To answer those most basic questions some say: "follow the science!"

Some others answer: "yeah, right. The world has been doing that through the
entire covid fiasco and we have all seen the so-called "science" contradict itself
over and over again! Maybe "science" is somehow not as sacrosanct as we all
were led to believe."
There is a point in that. Science, in the hands of human beings, often lets us
down. For example, yesterday I read an article from the Western Journal entitled:
Woman Volunteered for Cutting-Edge Eye Implant, Years Later Hears a Small
Beeping Before Her Entire World Goes Dark. Here's the main thrust of the article:
"..many people who found life-changing relief with the Argus retinal
implant systems are now finding that they risk being returned to
blindness — or worse, serious medical distress ... Many were
implanted with the Argus systems over the past two decades, giving
them enough sight to go about their lives. For many, Argus was a
revelation that gave them an amazing increase in their standard of
living ... One of them, a New Yorker named Barbara Campbell, says
that she had her device implanted to compensate for a genetic
disease that rendered her completely blind in her 30s. But Campbell
says last year when she was walking through the New York subway
system, she heard a few odd beeping noises — then everything went
black when her device completely failed her ... [The reason?] the
Argus system has been abandoned by Second Sight Medical Products
because the tech did not make the company enough money ... It all
amounts to a tale most Americans don’t think about. We are all tuned
to hearing these wonderful stories of new technology, certainly. We
see similar stories in the media every day. But we rarely hear when
the companies that invented such tech go out of business."
Money and science are joined at the hip. Big business hires scientists to do
scientific studies to support their products and services. If the studies provide the
"right" conclusions more money and grants flow toward those conducting them. If
not, the money stops. Just because something is called "science" doesn't mean it
was discovered in a vacuum free of all corruption, greed, coercion and bias.
Consider the amazing documentaries you may have seen on TV, unveiling the
secrets of the universe. You can watch the video of the big bang, the universe
being formed, the first life "evolving" on earth, and the movements of galaxies and
planets too far away for the eye to even see. It all looks so real, and the
narrations all sound so certain of human knowledge about the cosmos. This is
"science" and who would dare to challenge it? You might be surprised to learn
that all of that is far from being as certain as those videos would have you
believe.

For example, consider this article from BBC Science Focus Magazine: The cracks
in cosmology: Why our Universe doesn’t add up. Right at the start the article
says: "In terms of our understanding of the Universe, some things just don’t add
up. Which means either our measurements are wrong, or our theories are."
That's an amazing admission from a science publisher. Either our measurements
or our "scientific" theories about the cosmos ARE WRONG! How could that be?
Later in the article we learn the crux of the problem: "the basic Big Bang picture ..
conflicts with observations. First, and most seriously, it predicts that we should not
exist."

The lesson here is: Science as understood and applied by humans cannot be
anymore reliable than fallible humans themselves. The standard model of
cosmology doesn't add up because, apparently, there is something key to reality
that scientists are missing!
The Scriptures explain very well what the scientists aren't seeing. Hebrews 1:3
says the Creator is "upholding all that exists by his powerful word." He is the
supernatural force at work in the creation, literally holding it all together. That is
beyond the natural materialist mind of modern science. Since the Creator is
literally holding the universe together, He cannot be left out of the equations that
explain the cosmos - hence, the flawed science of man. It is, in fact, absurd to
think that you can ever understand the creation if you leave out the Creator! This
is the ignorance of modern scientists, itself foreseen by the Creator, as Scripture
says to them:
"Haven’t you known? Haven’t you heard, yet? Haven’t you been told
from the beginning? Haven’t you understood from the foundations of
the earth? It is He who sits above the circle of the earth, and its

inhabitants are like grasshoppers; who stretches out the heavens like
a curtain, and spreads them out like a tent to dwell in" Isaiah 40:21-22
Contrast human ignorance with the amazing knowledge of God! He, of course,
perfectly understands the universe He created and holds together. Further, He
knows why He created it in the first place, and has ordered all things to fulfill His
purpose in creating it. The universe is not governed by mere chance, but exists to
work out a plan and a purpose conceived in the mind of the eternal God before
ever it was even created. As Scripture tells us: "All his works are known to Elohim
from eternity" (Acts 15:18).
This plan of Elohim is being unfolded through time on a definite schedule of His
own design. Of this He says:
"I am God, and there is no other; I am God, and there is none like Me,
Declaring the end from the beginning, And from ancient times things
that are not yet done, Saying, 'My counsel shall stand, And I will do all
My pleasure" Isaiah 46:9-10
The Divine Plan, and even the schedule on which the plan is unfolding, can be
known to any whom the Creator wishes to reveal it. That will not include those
who deny Him, but is given to those who humbly acknowledge His Creatorship,
and their own obligations to Him, their Creator. Comparing His Word to the flow of
history itself reveals His plan, and His schedule, and His purpose for which
creation and history is all designed to accomplish. It just so happens, as we tap
into these facts, that we are nearing the end of the last age of this world. The
implications of that for you and for all mankind are profound. As you enter into His
Mind, and look at the cosmos and its history from His perspective, you will find
that His Plan all adds up perfectly.
Join me tonight online as we consider what can be known about the ages of the
world, and where we are right now on His time schedule. Our Tsiyon meeting
tonight at Tsiyon.Net starts at 8 PM, CST. Tonight's Fast Track video will be aired
free, with my live update following, so invite your relatives and friends to sign-up
at Tsiyon.Net to take this all in. Here I will candidly share with you what I'm
seeing just ahead.
Eliyahu
Tsiyon.Org

See this tonight at the Tsiyon.Net web site.

Remember this: he who sows sparingly will also reap sparingly.
He who sows bountifully will also reap bountifully. 2 Corinthians 9:6
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